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We explore electron dynamics in molecular (CD4)1061 clusters and elemental Xen (n
5249– 2171) clusters, responding to ultraintense~intensity I 51016– 1019W cm22) laser fields.
Molecular dynamics simulations~including magnetic field and relativistic effects! and analyses of
high-energy electron dynamics and nuclear ion dynamics in a cluster interacting with a Gaussian
shaped laser field~frequency 0.35 fs21, photon energy 1.44 eV, phase 0, temporal width 25 fs!
elucidated the time dependence of inner ionization, the formation of a nanoplasma of unbound
electrons within the cluster or its vicinity, and of outer ionization. We determined the cluster size and
the laser intensity dependence of these three sequential-parallel electronic processes. The
characteristic times for cluster inner ionization (t ii ) and for outer ionization (toi) fall in the
femtosecond time domain, i.e.,t ii52 – 9 fs andtoi54 – 15 fs for (CD4)1061, t ii57 – 30 fs andtoi

55 – 13 fs for Xen (n5479,1061), with botht ii andtoi decreasing with increasingI, in accord with
the barrier suppression ionization mechanism for inner ionization of the constituents and the cluster
barrier suppression ionization mechanism for outer ionization. The positive delay timesDtOI

between outer and inner ionization~e.g., DtOI56.5 fs for Xen at I 51016W cm22 and DtOI

50.2 fs for (CD4)1061 at I 51019W cm22) demonstrate that the outer/inner ionization processes are
sequential. For (CD4)1061, t ii,toi , as appropriate for sequential outer/inner ionization dynamics,
while for Xen clusterst ii.toi , reflecting on the energetic hierarchy in the ionization of the Xe
atoms. Quasiresonance contributions to the outer ionization of the nanoplasma were established, as
manifested in the temporal oscillations in the inner/outer ionization levels, and in the center of mass
of the nanoplasma electrons. The formation characteristics, dynamics, and response of the
nanoplasma in molecular or elemental clusters were addressed. The nanoplasma is positively
charged, with a high-average electron density@rP5(2 – 3)1022cm23#, being characterized by
high-average electron energieseav ~e.g., in Xe1061 clusterseav554 eV at I 51016W cm22 and
eav50.56– 0.37 keV atI 51018W cm22, with eav}I 1/2). Beyond the cluster boundary the average
electron energy markedly increases, reaching electron energies in the range of 1.2–40 keV for outer
ionization of Xen (n5249– 2171) clusters. The nanoplasma exhibits spatial inhomogeneity and
angular anisotropy induced by the laser field. Femtosecond time scales are predicted for the
nanoplasma production~rise times 7–3 fs!, for the decay~decay times;5 fs!, and for the
persistence time~30–10 fs! of a transient nanoplasma atI 51017– 1018W cm22. At lower intensities
of I 51016W cm22 a persistent nanoplasma with a ‘‘long’’ lifetime of.50 fs will prevail. © 2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630308#

I. INTRODUCTION

Features of light-matter interactions emerge from
experimental1–9 and theoretical10–20 studies of extreme mul-
tielectron ionization of molecular clusters, e.g., (Xe)n ,
(D2)n , or (CD4)n in ultraintense laser fields~peak intensity
I 51015– 1020W cm22). The response of a large, finite mo-
lecular cluster to ultraintense laser fields is distinct from the
response of ‘‘small’’ atoms and molecules.21–23 While the
ionization of single atomic and molecular systems in ultrain-
tense laser fields is triggered by the barrier suppression ion-
ization ~BSI! single-step mechanism,24,25 the electron dy-
namics of clusters in ultraintense laser fields involves three
sequential-parallel processes:~1! inner ionization,10,12,13,16,25

which involves the stripping of the cluster atoms of their
valence electrons or of all their electrons, with the inner ion-

ization level being mainly determined by the electronic
structure of the atoms and by the laser intensity;~2! the for-
mation of an energetic electron-positive ion charged nano-
plasma within the cluster~and in its vicinity!, which consists
of unbound electrons interacting with the ultraintense laser
field;10,13,16,25and~3! outer ionization,10–20,25which removes
all or part of the unbound electrons of the charged nano-
plasma from the cluster. These three electronic processes in
ultraintense laser fields are coupled to each other. Subsequent
and parallel to outer ionization, the electronic dynamic pro-
cesses trigger nuclear dynamics, with the outer ionization
being accompanied by cluster Coulomb explosion,10,12–18

which results in the production of energetic~keV–MeV!
multicharged ions. Generally speaking, the electronic dy-
namic processes and the nuclear process of Coulomb explo-
sion are hierarchical.

The unique features of ultraintense laser-molecular clus-a!Electronic mail: jortner@chemsgl.tau.ac.il
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ter interactions involve mechanisms of extreme multielectron
ionization and characteristics of electron dynamics. In an ac-
companying paper25 ~referred to as Paper I!, we studied
extreme cluster multielectron ionization involving the re-
moval of the valence electrons or the complete stripping of
all the electrons from the cluster constituents, with the for-
mation of bare nuclei from light first-row atoms, or the for-
mation of highly charged heavy ions, e.g., Xeq1 (q<36)
from heavy atoms. In this article, we explore features of
electron dynamics in molecular (CD4)n and elemental
Xen (n555– 1061) clusters, responding to ultraintense (I
51016– 1019W cm22) laser fields. The following issues arise
in the context of molecular cluster electron dynamics in ul-
traintense laser fields:

~1! What are the time scales for the three distinct
sequential-parallel electronic processes, involving inner ion-
ization, the formation of a nanoplasma of unbound electrons,
and outer ionization, and how are they affected by the laser
intensity and by the size of the molecular cluster?

~2! How is the electron dynamics for the three distinct
fundamental electronic processes affected by the temporal
shape of the laser pulse? Inner ionization, nanoplasma for-
mation and response, and outer ionization involve laser
driven processes, for which one cannot separate the electron
dynamics from the time evolution of the laser pulse, which is
coupled to the nuclear-electronic system.

~3! What are the characteristics of formation, properties,
and dynamics of the electron-positive ion charged nano-
plasma in molecular clusters in ultraintense laser fields?

Our simulations and analyses will shed light on the new
facets of electron dynamics.

II. TIME-RESOLVED INNER AND OUTER
IONIZATION PROCESSES

A. Methodology

The methodology of the simulations of the high-energy
electron dynamics and of nuclear~ion! dynamics were re-
ported in Paper I. Briefly, the laser electric fieldF, was taken
as

F,5F,0~ t !cos~2pnt1w0! ~1!

being characterized by a Gaussian shaped envelope function
of the pulse

F,0~ t !5FM exp@22.773~ t/t!2# ~2!

with the parameters of frequencyn50.35 fs21 ~photon en-
ergy of 1.44 eV!, phasew050, and temporal widtht525 fs
@full width at half maximum of the intensity profile of 18 fs#.
The electric field maximumFM is related to the peak inten-
sity I ~in W cm22! by

ueFMu52.74531027~ I 1/2! eV Å21. ~3!

We note in passing that the laser field, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, is
defined in the temporal ranget.2`, and the peak of the
laser pulse is attained att50. An initially truncated Gaussian
pulse was used in the simulations, with the initial laser field
F,5Fs being located at the finite~negative! time t5ts , with
the choiceFs5(F th1Fco)/2, whereF th is the threshold field

for the first ~single electron! ionization of each molecule,
while Fco is the laser field for complete one-electron ioniza-
tion of all the constituent atoms within the molecular cluster
@i.e., for (CD4)n the complete one-electron ionization level
per molecule is 5, while for Xen the complete ionization laser
per atom is 1#. At the initial laser fieldFs ~Table II of Paper
I! at t5ts , all the cluster atoms are taken as singly charged
ions, with the electrons initially located atr 5xb from each
ionic center, wherexb is the characteristic barrier suppres-
sion ionization~BSI! distance, Eq.~2a! of Paper I. The clus-
ter inner ionization, which is driven by a composite field
consisting of the laser field and the inner field, was described
in terms of the BSI for each constituent. An additional, small
~&13%!, contribution to the inner ionization originates from
electron impact ionization. The simulations of the molecular
dynamics of the energetic electrons and of the ions were
performed by classical molecular dynamics, incorporating
electron–electron, electron–ion, ion–ion, and electron/ion-
laser interactions. High-energy electron dynamics involved
relativistic effects and were subjected to magnetic effects for
electron-laser interactions. These simulation results provide a
complete picture of electron-nuclear dynamics, including hy-
drodynamic effects.2,26

B. Time dependence of inner and outer ionization

Figures 1–3 display the simulation results for electron
dynamics, as characterized by the time dependence of the
inner and the outer ionization levels in (CD4)1061 and Xen
(n5459 and 1061! molecular clusters, as induced by a
Gaussian laser field, Eqs.~1!–~3!, where the temporal laser
profile is also presented in these figures. The electron dynam-
ics correspond to one complete laser temporal pulse profile.
The ionization levels are given in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 in terms
of electrons depleted per constituent atom~for Xen) or per

FIG. 1. Time-resolved electron dynamics of (CD4)1061 clusters driven by a
Gaussian shaped laser field, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, which is represented in arbi-
trary units ~with F,50 at 4.0! by a dashed-dotted curve~ • • • !
in the lower panel. The time scales fort>ts ~with ts,0 defined in the text!
represent the time-dependent electron dynamics on the time scale of the
laser pulse, which peaks att50. The time-dependent inner ionization
level ~ ! and outer ionization level~ !, which are defined by the
number of electrons per CD4 molecule, are marked on the curves. Upper
panel: I 51016 W cm22; middle panel:I 51018 W cm22; and lower panel:
I 51019 W cm22.
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molecule@for (CD4)n]. These are represented by the time-
dependent inner ionization levelnii , which corresponds to
the number of electrons removed from each cluster constitu-
ent atom or molecule and the time-dependent outer ioniza-
tion level noi , which represents the number of electrons per
constituent removed from the cluster to infinity.~This is
specified in Paper I by the electron removal to a distance of
.6R. As the electron energies do not increase by more than
50% above this spatial limit, such a characterization of the
outer ionization domain is appropriate.! The total number of

electrons resulting from inner and from outer ionization of a
cluster containingn constituents arennii and nnoi , respec-
tively. The electron populationnp of the nanoplasma is char-
acterized by the time-dependent number of electrons per con-
stituent of np(t)5nii (t)2noi(t) and a total number of
electrons ofnnp .

In Table I we present the initial valuesnii (ts) for the
inner ionization level, andnoi(ts) for the outer ionization
level at t5ts ~defined by the initial conditions fornii and by
noi50). In Table I we also present the final values of the
inner/outer ionization levels, which correspond to the long-
time asymptotic values (nii!sat and (noi!sat, respectively, as
well as the asymptotic values (np)sat of the electron popula-
tions of the nanoplasma (np)sat5(nii!sat2(noi!sat. For both
(CD4)1061 and Xen clusters (n5459,1061) we note the oc-
currence of finite values of (np)sat at I 51016W cm22, while
for higher intensities ofI 51018, 1019W cm22, (np)sat50,
marking a complete outer ionization of the nanoplasma.

C. Time-resolved impact ionization yields

The two mechanisms for cluster inner ionization involve
the majority contribution of BSI of the constituents, which is
induced by the composite laser1inner ionization field, and
the minority contribution of impact ionization.13,25 Both
these contributions are included in thenii (t) data of Figs.
1–3. The relative asymptotic value ratios for the impact
ionization/BSI yields in (CD4)n and Xen clusters manifest
laser intensity dependence~decreasing with increasingI! and
cluster size (R2) dependence, being of the order of a few
percent~Paper I!. In Fig. 4 we present the time dependence
of the total number of electrons,Nimp , produced by impact
ionization in (CD4)1061 and Xe1061 molecular clusters. The
contribution of impact ionization to the asymptotic ionization
level (nii!sat ~per cluster constituent! is Nimp /n. For
(CD4)1061Nimp /n51.0 at I 51016W cm22, and Nimp /n
50.46 atI 51018W cm22, while for Xe1061Nimp /n50.69 at
I 51016W cm22 and Nimp /n50.20 at I 51018W cm22.
From these asymptotic data we conclude that for a given
molecular cluster,Nimp /n decreases with increasing the laser
intensity, as already inferred from the simulations presented
in Paper I for the total inner ionization yield. A cursory ex-
amination of the time-resolved impact ionization data~Fig.
4! reveals that the long time limit for the attainment of satu-
ration of Nimp /n at I 51016W cm22 is manifested at longer
times than the corresponding times for near saturation of
inner ionization~characterized by inner saturation levels of
95%, as subsequently defined in Sec. II D!. On the other
hand, atI 51018W cm22 the saturation onset for impact ion-
ization nearly coincides witht ii ~Fig. 4!, however, at this
high intensity the contribution of the impact ionization is
small. Accordingly, atI 51016W cm22, a substantial contri-
bution to the impact inner ionization level occurs sequen-
tially to the BSI inner ionization. This impact ionization mi-
nority component provides a long-time tail for the time
evolution of the inner ionization. We found that this long-
time tail of electron dynamics is not important for the
nuclear dynamics, i.e., time scales and ion energetics of clus-
ter Coulomb explosion.

FIG. 2. Time-resolved electron dynamics in Xe1061and Xe459 clusters driven
by a Gaussian shaped laser field, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, which is represented in
arbitrary units~with F,50 at 3.0! by a dashed-dotted~ • • • ! curve
in the lower panel. The laser peak intensity isI 51016 W cm22. The time
scales fort.ts ~with ts,0 defined in the text! represent the time-dependent
electron dynamics on the time scale of the laser pulse, which peaks at
t50. The time-dependent inner ionization levels (nii ) , outer ionization
levels (noi), and the nanoplasma population (np) are defined in terms of the
number of electrons per Xe atom in the cluster. The time-dependent data are
given for the Xe1061 ~ ! and Xe459 ~ ! clusters, as marked on the
curves. Lower panel:nii data; middle panel:noi data; and upper panel:np

data.

FIG. 3. Time-resolved electron dynamics in Xe1061 clusters~ ! and in
Xe459 clusters~ ! driven by a Gaussian shaped laser field, Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, which is represented in the lower panel in arbitrary units~with F,

50 at 6.0! by a dashed-dotted~ • • • ! curve. The laser peak intensity
is I 51018 W cm22. The ionization levels are defined per Xe atom in the
cluster. Notation and data representation as in Fig. 2.
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D. Time scales and yields for inner
and outer ionization

The initial ionization levels for inner/outer ionization are
specified in terms of the initial values ofnii (ts) and noi(ts)
50, discussed above. The times for the onset of inner and of
outer ionization will be denoted byt ii

onsandtoi
ons, respectively.

t ii
ons corresponds to the initial rise of @nii (t ii

ons)
2nii (ts)#/(nii!sat by 0.05, whiletoi

ons corresponds to the initial
rise of noi(toi

ons)/(noi!sat by 0.05. The final ionization levels
for inner/outer ionization are given by the long-time satura-
tion values ofnii (t) and of noi(t), being denoted as (nii!sat

and (noi!sat, respectively~Figs. 1–3 and Table I!. The satu-
ration timest ii for inner ionization are defined for the attain-
ment of 95% of the saturation value (nii!sat, i.e.,
nii (t ii ) /(nii!sat50.95 as discussed above. This choice oft ii

was motivated by disregarding the contribution of the long-
time tail for impact ionization forI 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 4

and Sec. II C!. Similarly, the saturation timestoi for outer
ionization were defined bynoi(toi)/(noi!sat50.95. The values
of the onset and saturation timest ii

ons, toi
ons, t ii , and toi , to-

gether with the corresponding ionization levels, are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. These onset and saturation times are given
for the laser envelope Eqs.~1! and ~2!, used in our simula-
tions.

For the (CD4)1061 cluster ~Figs. 1 and 5 and Table I!,
the inner ionization levels atI 51016W cm22 and at
I 51018W cm22 increase in a single gradual step from
nii55 ~corresponding to the C1D4

1 molecule! and saturate at

TABLE I. Electron dynamics in molecular clusters.a

Cluster
I

W cm22 nii (ts)
c (nii!sat

c noi(ts)
c (noi!sat

c (np)sat
c

DtOI

fsd
t ii

fse
toi

fse

(CD4)1061 1016 5 7.7 0 5.1 2.6 3.8 8.9 15.2
1018 5 8 0 8 0 3.1 3.9 4.4
1019 5 8 0 8 0 2.2 2.8 3.9
1019b 8 10 8 10 0 0.2 4.0 4.2

Xe459 1016 1 7.7 0 4.3 3.2 6.4 18.5 13.4
1018 1 18.7 0 18.7 0 2.2 7.0 5.5

Xe1061 1016 1 7.3 0 3.2 4.1 6.5 29.1 12.8
1018 1 21.3 0 21.3 0 3.4 8.4 5.8

aSimulation data for a Gaussian laser field, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, with the initial laser fieldFs ~at t5ts ; 2`,ts

,0) defined in Sec. II A.
bTwo-step temporal multielectron ionization involving the inner~outer! ionization processes 5→8 ~0→8! and
8→10 ~8→10!.

cInitial nii (ts) and final asymptotic (nii!sat values for the numbers of electrons per constituent molecules or
atoms for inner ionization (nii ) , for outer ionization (noi) and for the asymptotic valuenp(`) of the nano-
plasma electrons.

dThe time lagDtOI5toi
(1/2)2t ii

(1/2) between half values of the rise times of electron populations for outer and
inner ionization.

eCharacteristic times for inner ionization (t ii ) and for outer ionization (toi), Eq. ~6!.

FIG. 4. The time dependence of the total number of electrons produced by
impact ionization in (CD4)1061and Xe1061clusters at laser peak intensities of
1016 W cm22 and of 1018 W cm22 ~marked on the curves!. The vertical ar-
rows represent thet ii data for the near saturation of the inner ionization for
each case.

FIG. 5. A representation of initial levels and saturation levels for inner and
outer ionization, together with the times~on the temporal scale of the laser
pulse! for the onset and saturation for inner and outer ionization in molecu-
lar clusters. The open symbols represent inner ionization data with each
solid line ~ ! connecting two points corresponding to@ t ii

ons,nii (ts)# and
@ t ii ,(nii!sat#, at the laser peak intensities of 1016 W cm22 ~s!, 1018 W cm22

~h!, I 51019 W cm22 for the C14 formation ~n!, and I 51019 W cm22 for
the C16 formation ~,!. The closed symbols represent outer ionization data
with each dashed line connecting two points@ toi

ons,noi(ts)# and @ toi ,(noi!sat#
at the laser peak intensities ofI 51016 W cm22 ~d!, I 51018 W cm22 ~j!,
and I 51019 W cm22 with the formation of C14 ~m! and I 51019 W cm22

with the formation of C16 ~.!. Lower panel: Xe459 and upper panel: Xe1061.
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t ii52.9 fs for I 51016W cm22 and at t ii5217.4 fs for
1018W cm22. On the other hand, at an even higher intensity
of I 51019W cm22 the inner ionization level of (CD4)459

manifests two steps~Figs. 1 and 5 and Table I!, first increas-
ing to (nii!sat58 ~marking the formation of C41D4

1), saturat-
ing at t ii5223.2 fs and subsequently increasing to (nii!sat

510 ~marking the additional ionization of the (1s)2 inner
shell and formation of C61D4

1), with the saturation time at
t ii525.9 fs. For the lowest intensity ofI 51016W cm22, the
long ~positive! values oft ii and toi ~Fig. 5! reflect that the
most effective processes of inner/outer ionization occur in
the vicinity of the laser field peak and beyond it. On the other
hand, at higher intensities ofI 51018– 1019W cm22 the
negativet ii values~Fig. 5! indicate that the valence electrons
are ionized before the laser peak is attained, while the BSI
of the inner shell C (1s2) electrons is accomplished at
I 51019W cm22 near the laser peak. The outer ionization
level of (CD4)1061 at the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22

reaches a limiting value of (noi!sat55.1 at the outer ioniza-
tion saturation time oftoi5213.7 fs~Figs. 1 and 5 and Table
I!. Thus, at I 51016W cm22, (noi!sat,(nii!sat and (np)sat

52.6 electrons remain in the nanoplasma. In contrast, at
higher intensities ofI 51018– 1019W cm22, the inner and
the outer saturation times are short and nearly equal, i.e.,
t ii.toi.212 fs for the ‘‘one-step’’ multielectron ioniza-
tion at I 51018W cm22 to (nii!sat58, and t ii.toi522 fs
for the two-step multielectron ionization to (nii!sat510 at
I 51019W cm22. Thus in the 1018– 1019 intensity domain
(noi!sat5(nii!sat, and (np)sat50, manifesting complete nano-
plasma depletion via outer ionization at relatively short times
in the vicinity of the laser peak.

The inner and the outer ionization dynamics of Xen

(n5459,1061) clusters for the peak intensities
I 51016W cm22 and 1018W cm22 are portrayed in Figs. 2
and 3. The onsets for inner/outer ionization for both Xe459

and Xe1061 clusters reflect the relationt ii
ons,toi

ons, and are in
accord with the sequential nature of the inner/outer ioniza-
tion processes~Fig. 4!. The same pattern is manifested
for the (CD4)1061 clusters~Fig. 4!. At rather low laser fields,
i.e., at t5222 fs for I 51016W cm22 and att5232 fs for
I 51018W cm22, a step in the inner ionization level from
nii51 to nii53 is exhibited for Xe459 and Xe1061 ~Figs. 2 and
3! at both intensities studied herein, which manifests sequen-
tial two electron field ionization with the formation of Xe31.
A subsequent large increase of the ionization level occurs at
longer times with increasing the field amplitude of the
Gaussian pulse. In general, the saturation timest ii exhibit a
weak cluster size dependence and a marked intensity depen-
dence for inner and for outer ionization~Fig. 5!. At the lower
intensity of I 51016W cm22 the saturation levels for both
inner and outer ionizations are manifested beyond the peak
intensity ~Figs. 2 and 5! with t ii55.4 fs andtoi56.7 fs for
Xe459 ~Fig. 4!. At a higher intensity ofI 51018W cm22 the
saturation times are somewhat below the laser field peak
~Figs. 3 and 5! in the ranget ii5210.3 fs andtoi529.6 fs for
Xe459 ~Fig. 5!. The difference between the ionization dynam-
ics in (Xe)1061 and (CD4)1061 clusters at bothI 51016 and
1018W cm22 is reflected in the appearance of longer satura-
tion times for inner ionization in the former case~Figs. 1 and

3!, i.e., t ii56.2 fs for Xe1061 and t ii52.9 fs for (CD4)1061

at I 51016W cm22, while t ii527.4 fs for Xe1061 and
t ii5218 fs for (CD4)1061 at I 51018W cm22 ~Fig. 5!. This
difference can be traced to the differences in the energetic
hierarchy of the ionization potentials of a Xe atom and of a
CD4 molecule~Fig. 2 and Table I of Paper I!. In the case of
the CD4 molecules, the ionization levelnii58 (C41D4

1 ion!
is attained atI;231016W cm22 and cannot be changed up
to I;431018W cm22 @Fig. 2~a! of Paper I#. This is the rea-
son for the broad saturation level in the ionization process
generated for (CD4)1061 by the Gaussian shaped laser pulse
~Fig. 1!. In contrast, the ionization level of the Xek1 ion
increases more or less smoothly with increasing the laser
field @Fig. 2~b! of Paper I#, so that in the Xen clusters sub-
jected to the Gaussian shaped laser pulse the inner ionization
level also increases smoothly, up to the saturation level
reached in the vicinity of the peak intensity~Figs. 2 and 3!.
The outer ionization levelnoi follows the inner ionization
level nii ~Sec. III!.

The electron yields for the inner and for the outer
ionization processes in Xen clusters~Figs. 2 and 3 and Table
I! reveal a qualitative difference between the lower and
the higher intensity regimes. AtI 51016W cm22 the
asymptotic values of the ionization levels are (nii!sat

.(noi!sat ~Table I!, reflecting on the retention of the nano-
plasma within the cluster with an asymptotic value of
(np)sat53.3– 4.0 for the nanoplasma population at ‘‘long’’
times of .30 fs ~Fig. 2!. On the other hand, for the higher
intensity of I 51018W cm22, the nanoplasma is depleted at
the time of t.25 fs, where (nii!sat5(nio!sat and (np)sat50.
The intensity dependent ionization level, with (np)sat being
finite at I 51016W cm21 and vanishing atI 51018W cm22,
is qualitatively similar for Xen and (CD4)n clusters.

E. Electron energies at the outer ionization
spatial onset

A rough estimate was obtained from our simulations
on the energetics of the electrons produced by outer ion-
ization. In our simulations we have set the spatial limit
for outer ionization asr>6R. At the distance ofr 56R,
which corresponds to the outer ionization onset, our
simulations for Xen (n5249– 2171) in the intensity range
I 51016– 1018W cm22 give average electron energies in
the range of 1–40 keV. The average electron energiesēav

at the spatial outer ionization onset forI 51016W cm22

are ēav51.18 keV for Xe249, ēav51.39 keV for Xe459, and
ēav51.55 keV for Xe1061, while for I 51018W cm22

ēav510.1 keV for Xe249, ēav514.1 keV for Xe459,
ēav525.7 keV for Xe1061, and ēav539.6 keV for Xe2171.
Thusēav increases with increasing the cluster size and mark-
edly increases with increasing the laser intensity. These re-
sults should be considered as approximate estimates only, as
theseēav values~obtained atr 56R) do not reach saturation
with a further increase ofr ~i.e., ēav increases by about 50%
whenr is further increased from 6R to 15R). These simula-
tion energetic data for the electron energies in the outer ion-
ization of a single cluster cannot be directly confronted with
experiment, where the energetics of the outer ionization of a
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single cluster cannot be interrogated, but rather the electrons
are removed from the clusters into a macroscopic plasma
~Sec. IV!. At I 51018W cm22 the electron energiesēav cor-
respond to velocities of;900–1200 Å fs21, which are not
much smaller than the light velocityc (v/c;0.3– 0.4). This
finding confirms the need for our relativistic treatment of the
motion of the electrons~Sec. II A!.

III. ELECTRON DYNAMICS IN INNER
AND OUTER IONIZATION

To specify further the electron dynamics, we introduce
the half lifetimest ii

(1/2) and toi
(1/2) for inner and outer ioniza-

tion, respectively, which characterize the attainment of 50%
of the corresponding ionization process. These half lifetimes
are obtained from the initial and final ionization levels in
terms of the relations

nii~ t ii
~1/2!!5@~nii!sat2nii~ ts!#/2,

~4!
noi~ toi

~1/2!!5~noi!sat/2.

The values oft ii
(1/2) andtoi

(1/2) can be inferred from the data of
Figs. 1–3. The values oft ii

(1/2) andtoi
(1/2) are, of course, deter-

mined on the time-dependent laser field. Of interest is the
delay timeDtOI between the half lifetimes for outer and for
inner ionization

DtOI5toi
~1/2!2t ii

~1/2! , ~5!

which provides a quantification of the relative time scales for
the two basic ionization mechanisms. From theDtOI data
summarized in Table I for (CD4)1061 and Xen (n
5459,1061) clusters, we infer that:

~1! For all the molecular clusters studied hereinDtOI

.0. The positive delay time demonstrates that the inner and
the outer ionization processes are sequential, with the inner
ionization preceding the outer ionization.

~2! DtOI decreases with increasing the laser peak inten-
sity.

~3! Some further indications are obtained for the se-
quential nature of the inner/outer ionization processes from
the saturation timest ii and toi . For (CD4)1061 clusters over
the entire intensity domain (1016– 1019W cm22), for Xe459

clusters in the intensity domain ofI 51016– 1018W cm22,
and for Xe1061 in the intensity domain ofI 51018W cm22,
the data of Figs. 1 and 2 reveal thatt ii,toi , as appropriate
for a sequential process. On the other hand, for the larger
Xe1061 clusters at I 51016W cm22, this relation is not
obeyed, reflecting on high-order hierarchical ionization of
the Xe atoms in the cluster. Concurrently, theDtOI data
@point ~1!# provide the necessary evidence for the~positive!
time delay between the outer and the inner ionization of the
sequentiality of these two basic, distinct processes.

To further specify electron dynamics in this laser-
electron coupled system, we introduce the characteristic
times t ii for inner ionization andtoi for outer ionization,
which are defined as the lifetimes for the attainment of half
of the limiting values for the inner/outer ionization, relative
to t ii and to toi , respectively. The characteristic times are
given by the relations

t ii5t ii2t ii
~1/2! , toi5toi2toi

~1/2! . ~6!

The characteristic timet ii corresponds to the time scale for
the nanoplasma formation~to be further discussed in Sec.
IV !, while toi represents the depletion time of the nano-
plasma.

The characteristic times for (CD4)1061 clusters~Table I!
were obtained from the simulations of the electron dyna-
mics ~Fig. 1!. These characteristic times in the intensity
range 1016– 1018W cm22 vary in the region 9–2 fs fort ii

and 15–4 fs fortoi , revealing the decrease of botht ii and
toi with increasing the laser intensity~Table I!, as expected
for the barrier suppression ionization mechanism for
inner ionization24 of the cluster constituents, and the cluster
barrier suppression mechanism for outer ionization~Paper I!.
At the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22, t ii,toi , poin-
ting towards sequential inner/outer ionization dynamics. At
I 51016W cm22 the retardation of the outer ionization dy-
namics reflects on the retention of the nanoplasma within the
cluster for long times, which provides a screening effect. In
this intensity range the values oftoi.15.2 fs andt ii59 fs are
comparable to the laser pulse width of 18 fs. At higher in-
tensities of 1018– 1019W cm22, the characteristic timest ii

and toi in the range of 3–4 fs~Table I! are considerably
shorter than the pulse width. For these higher intensitiest ii

.toi ~or rathert ii&toi ,) with the time scale for a complete
electron depletion from the nanoplasma being close to the
time scale for the nanoplasma formation in these clusters.

The characteristic times for Xen clusters in the intensity
range I 51016– 1018W cm22 ~Table I! fall in the ranget ii

530– 7 fs andtoi513– 5 fs. The femtosecond time range
for electron dynamics in Xen clusters is qualitatively similar
to that in (CD4)n clusters, however, some quantitative differ-
ences prevail. In Xen clusters, botht ii andtoi decrease with
increasing the laser peak intensity, as in the case for
(CD4)1061 clusters, in accord with the BSI mechanism for
inner ionization of the constituents and the cluster barrier
suppression ionization mechanism for outer ionization~Pa-
per I!. For the (CD4)1061 clustert ii,toi , as appropriate for
the sequential inner–outer ionization dynamics@point ~1!#. In
contrast, for Xen clusters, the inverted relationt ii.toi pre-
vails. This difference reflects on the energetic hierarchy in
the ionization potential of the Xe atoms, already referred to
above in the context of the saturation times~Sec. II D!.

Of interest are some manifestations of the oscillatory
behavior of the ionization levels induced by the interaction
with the laser field. Both inner and outer ionization levels, as
well as the nanoplasma population in Xen clusters at high
intensities (I 51018W cm22), exhibit temporal oscillations
~Fig. 3! with a frequency that equals the double value of the
laser frequency. The maxima of the temporal oscillations in
nii , noi , and np roughly coincide with the maxima of the
laser field amplitudes, in accord with the physical model of
field ionization of the constituents~Paper I!.

Subsequent and parallel to the outer ionization process,
which results in cluster charging, the Coulomb explosion
process sets in. The nuclear, ionic Coulomb expansion af-
fects the electronic inner and outer ionization processes.13,27

The time scales for Coulomb explosion, which are character-
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ized by the time of the cluster radius doubling, fall in the
range oftCE510– 20 fs.10,13–15,23These time scales fortCE

nuclear dynamics are comparable to the characteristic times
t ii and toi for the electron dynamics for inner/outer ioniza-
tion at I 51016W cm22 ~Table I!, while at I 51018W cm22

the time scales for nuclear dynamics are longer than those for
electron inner/outer ionization dynamics~Table I!. The cou-
pling between the electronic ionization dynamics and the
nuclear Coulomb explosion dynamics, whose consequences
were explored herein by our simulations, may be of some
importance and requires further study.27

IV. NANOPLASMA

The unbound electrons generated by inner ionization,
which are confined to the cluster and to its vicinity, and
the cluster ions form the nanoplasma. With the onset of
the laser pulse, the number of unbound electrons in the
plasma, Ne5nnp ~with np5nii2noi) first increases and
subsequently either reaches saturation for lower intensities of
I 51016W cm22 ~Figs. 1 and 2! or is completely depleted at
I 51018W cm22 ~Fig. 3!.

At this point it will be appropriate to distinguish between
the nanoplasma in single clusters and a macroplasma~with
the size of ;1023– 1021 cm) formed in a cluster beam
within the laser focus~the plasma filament!.7,17 The for-
mation of this macroplasma starts with the onset of the
outer ionization process, which transfers the cluster electrons
to the intercluster space. At the high laser intensity of
I 51018W cm22 the outer ionization process removes all the
cluster electrons~Figs. 1 and 3!, thus completing the forma-
tion of the plasma filament. The situation is different at the
lower laser intensity ofI 51016W cm22 when the cluster
plasma continues to exist after the outer ionization process
reaches saturation (np)sat.0 ~Figs. 1 and 2!. In this case, the
plasma filament is formed in two steps. The first step in-
volves the outer ionization process on the time scale of
20–30 fs~Figs. 1 and 2!. The second step takes place when,
due to Coulomb explosion, the cluster diameters become
comparable to the intercluster distances, so that the identifi-
cation of single clusters loses its significance and the cluster
electrons constitute the electrons of the plasma filament. This
process is realized some 100–200 fs after the onset of the
cluster ionization process.7,15

We shall now return to the properties and dynamic re-
sponse of the nanoplasma interacting with the laser field. The
following properties of nanoplasma are notable:

~1! The nanoplasma is positively charged. Asnii (t)
.np(t) for all t ~Figs. 1–3!, the nanoplasma is positively
charged. The total positive charge of the nanoplasma is
Q(t)5n@nii (t)2np(t)#5nnoi(t), provided thatnp(t).0.

~2! Persistent@(np)sat.0# and transient@(np)sat50#
nanoplasma in (CD4)1061 and in Xen (n51061,459) clus-
ters. The persistent nanoplasma prevails at the lower inten-
sity of I 51016W cm22, while in the higher intensity domain
of I 51018– 1019W cm22 the existence of the transient nano-
plasma is realized.

~3! Femtosecond time scales for the nanoplasma forma-
tion and depletion.

The time evolution of the electron population of the
nanoplasma is characterized by the total temporal widthtp

TOT

@the time delay between the onset and the vanishing of
np(t)], the nanoplasma rise timetp

(r ) @the time difference
between the times corresponding to the attainment of (np)sat

and of (np)sat/2 on the rising part ofnp(t)], and the nanopo-
lasma decay timetp

(d) @the difference between the times cor-
responding to (np)sat/2 and of (np)sat on the falling part of
np(t)]. In Fig. 6 we present these nanoplasma characteristic
lifetimestp

TOT , tp
(r ) , andtpd

(d) @where the oscillatory behavior
of np(t) was averaged out#. For the laser pulse used herein,
the tp

TOT values, which are finite forI .1016W cm22, fall in
the range 10–30 fs, and thetp

(d) lifetimes can be defined in
this intensity domain~Fig. 6!. The characteristic lifetimes for
the nanoplasma risetimetp

(r ) ~for all the I values studied
herein! fall in the 3–10 fs time domain, exhibiting a weak
cluster size dependence and decrease with increasingI. The
nanoplasma decay timestp

(d) ~for I .1016W cm22) fall in
the range 3–7 fs and decrease with increasingI. At the lower
intensity of I 51016W cm22 the nanoplasma population per-
sists over ‘‘long’’ times of.50 fs. The lifetime of the nano-
plasma under these conditions is expected to be;100–200
fs,7,15 as previously discussed.

Information on the spatial inhomogeneity and dynamics
of response of the nanoplasma emerges from snapshots of
spatial distribution of the unbound electrons at different
times. The snapshots for Xen clusters atI 51016W cm22

~Fig. 7! show that the electron cloud is spatially inhomoge-
neous, while the majority of the unbound electrons are lo-
cated inside the cluster. At those times, in the vicinity of the
peak of the laser pulse, the plasma electrons are subjected to
temporal oscillations and the electron cloud becomes slightly
elongated along the polarization direction of the laser field
FW , @Fig. 7~a!#. With the decrease of the laser field att.0
the electron oscillations become weaker@Fig. 7~b!#. Simul-

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the electron populations of the nanoplasma
in Xe459 and Xe1061 clusters in the laser peak intensity domain
I 51016– 1018 W cm22. The upper panel represents the reciprocal values of
the nanoplasma temporal width (tp

(d))21, while the lower panel represents
the reciprocal values of the rise time (tp

(r ))21 and the decay time (tp
(d))21.

At the lowest intensity ofI 51016 W cm22 the nanoplasma is persistent with
(tP

TOT)21.0 and (tP
(d))21.0. The lines combining the points~specified on

the figure! are drawn to guide the eye.
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taneously with the laser field decrease, the radius of the
Coulomb exploding cluster increases@Fig. 7~c!#, and final-
ly the electron cloud becomes symmetrical and concen-
trated mainly around the cluster center. At the laser intensity
I 51018W cm22 the spatial inhomogeneity of temporal oscil-
lations are very strong~Fig. 8!. When the number of elec-
trons is large@Fig. 8~a!# the electron cloud is strongly elon-
gated alongFW , , at least in the vicinity of the laser field
amplitudes. The laser field moves electrons through the clus-
ter when the direction of the field is changed, and at the laser
field peak amplitudes a significant fraction of electrons is
shifted out from the cluster. When the number of the un-
bound electrons becomes small and the laser field becomes
stronger, the electrons move mostly outside the clusters@Fig.
8~b!# and outer ionization prevails. AtI 51018W cm22 the
electrons outside the cluster move mostly along the
x-coordinate but with some small shift towards the positive
z-direction, i.e., the direction of the laser light propagation
~Fig. 8!. This shift is due to the magnetic component of the
laser light field ~included in our simulations25!, indicating
that the electron velocity outside the cluster is not negligibly
small as compared to the light velocity and confirming the
need for the relativistic approach used in the dynamic simu-
lations.

The snapshots of the electron oscillations in the outer
part of the nanoplasma are clearly represented in Fig. 9,

where the oscillatory motion of the electron center of mass
XCM along the laser fieldFW , direction ~the x-axes! is shown
for the Xe459 cluster subjected to the laser pulse peak inten-
sity I 51017W cm22. The process of energy pumping from
the laser field to the nanoplasma, and consequently the outer
ionization process, can be enhanced by the quasiresonance
mechanism. The quasiresonance character of the energy
pumping is manifested by the oscillations of the center of
massXCM of the unbound electrons along the laser fieldFW ,

polarization direction. The temporal onset of the population
of the nanoplasma~per Xe atom! increases from the initial
value of unity to a maximal value of 3.5 att;210 fs and
decreases to zero att;5 fs ~Fig. 9!. The weak oscillations in
the population of the nanoplasma, with a frequency which
corresponds to the double value of the laser frequency~Fig.
9!, are in accord with the results for higher intensities~Fig. 3
and Sec. II D!. According to Fig. 9 theXCM demonstrates
strong oscillations with the amplitude comparable at
t.215 fs to the cluster radius which is initiallyR0

518.4 Å, andR520 Å and R530 Å at t5210 fs and t
50, respectively. The phase shift between the laser field and
the XCM oscillations increases in time, being;0.2p at t5
210 fs and;0.4–0.5p in the vicinity of the pulse peak at
t50. The phase shift indicates a contribution of a quasireso-
nance process to the energy pumping from the laser field to

FIG. 7. The dynamics of the electron cloud in the nanoplasma~represented in two dimensions! in a Xe459 cluster at the laser intensityI 51016 W cm22 and
propagation direction along thex axis, as obtained from molecular dynamics simulations~see text!. The numbers represent the timet ~on the time scale of the
laser pulse! and the laser fieldeF, ~in eV Å21!. The total number of electronsNe is presented on the figures. The circles represent the cluster size.~a! The
electron cloud~nanoplasma! oscillating in the temporal vicinity of the peak of the laser field, exhibiting a left-side/right-side biased distribution at
t520.5 fs/0.9 fs, wheneF,5227 eV Å21/26.8 eV Å21 and a central distribution att50.9 fs for a loweF,521.2 eV Å value.~b! Subsequent time events,
when the cluster manifests Coulomb explosion while the electron cloud~nanoplasma! continues to exhibit oscillatory behavior in the laser field, exhibiting a
left-side/right-side biased distorted distribution at 13.7 fs/15.2 fs, wheneF,5211.8 eV Å21/9.8 eV Å21 and a central distribution att514.3 fs for a low
eF,521.3 eV Å21 value.~c! Left-side biased distributions for three different stages of Coulomb explosion:~i! t520.5 fs, cluster radiusR close to the initial
radiusR0 , with the laser intensity at maximum;~ii ! t513.7 fs,R'1.4R0 , with the laser intensity; and~iii ! t525.1 fs,R'2R0 , with the laser intensity being
close to zero.
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the cluster electrons. Concurrently, with the increase of the
laser field, the quasiresonance effect drives the outer ioniza-
tion, which is nearly complete, just above the peak of the
laser field~Fig. 9!.

Some further information emerges from the simulations
of the spatial, angular and energetic distribution of the elec-
trons within the nanoplasma. In what follows, typical re-
sults are presented for Xe1061 clusters in the laser peak in-
tensity range 1016– 1018W cm22. Figures 10 and 11 display
the radial spatial distribution probabilityP(r /R) of the
electrons at their distancesr from the cluster centers~nor-
malized to the cluster radiusR!, together with the electrons’
average energyeav at r /R. The P(r /R) andeav(r /R) spatial
distributions are presented for several laser fields (F,) at a
fixed laser peak intensityI. For the lower peak intensity
of I 51016W cm22, the P(r /R) curves for both laser fields
F,5227 eV Å21 andF,56 eV Å21 are qualitatively simi-
lar to the initial electron spatial distribution~Fig. 10!, with a
small deviation of the maximum towards a lower value of
r /R. At the higherF, value a tail in the radial distribution
towards larger values ofr /R.1 is exhibited~Fig. 10!, mani-
festing the displacement of the electron cloud, in accord with
the snapshot for the spatial extension of the electron cloud
beyond the cluster boundary@first and third panels in
Fig. 7~a!#. At the high intensity range ofI[1018W cm22

the P(r /R) distribution ~Fig. 10! is qualitatively different

from the lower intensity domain. AtI 51018W cm22 and
low F,522 eV Å21, a strong distortion of the spatial elec-
tron distribution from the initial distribution occurs toward
low values of r /R ~Fig. 11!. This spatial shrinking of
the electron cloud, which peaks in the vicinity ofr /R.0.3,
is caused by the enhanced electron–ion Coulomb attrac-
tion, which is due to the large ionic charge of the cluster
(QI.17 000) produced by the effective outer ionization
in this intensity domain. For a strong laser field ofF,

5217.4 eV Å21, a wide P(r /R) distribution peaking at
r /R.0.5 with a broad spatial tail towards higher values of
r /R is exhibited. TheP(r /R) curve extends well beyond the
cluster boundary, in accord with the maps of the spatial elec-
tron distribution~Fig. 8!.

The spatial distribution of the average energy~lower
panels of Figs. 10 and 11! at I 51016 W cm22 and
I 51018 W cm22 reveals a weak spatial dependence of
eav(r /R) within the cluster atr ,R. At I 51016 W cm22,
eav550– 60 eV for r ,0.9R ~Fig. 10!, while at
I 51018 W cm22 eav50.4– 0.9 keV forr ,R ~Fig. 10!. At a
fixed value ofI, the uniform average electron energy of the
nanoplasma is nearly independent ofF, , and increases
~roughly asI 1/2) with increasing the laser peak intensityI.
The average energy markedly increases when approaching
the cluster boundary and beyond it. AtI 51016W cm22 and
eF,5227 eV Å21, eav increases to high values ofeav

FIG. 8. The dynamics of the electron cloud in the nanoplasma~represented in two dimensions! in Xe459 clusters at the high laser intensity of
I 51018 W cm22, obtained from molecular dynamics simulations~see text!. The circles represent the cluster size. Notations as in Fig. 7. The laser field is
polarized along thez axis and the direction of the light propagation is along thez axis. The simulations represent oscillatory time dependence of the electron
cloud in the laser field exhibiting left-side/right-side biased distribution at largeueF,u values and a central distribution for lowueF,u. ~a! Early time events
t5212.9 to211.5 fs, with an oscillatory laser driven electron cloud. Note the large values ofNe51810– 890.~b! Later time eventst5210.0 to28.6 fs.
Increase of size of electron cloud during oscillatory laser driving. Note lowering of Ne toNe5780– 186 due to outer ionization. Small asymmetry along the
z axis originates from magnetic field effects.
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.1000 eV atr /R51.7, while ateF,56 eV Å21 the average
energy reaches a peak ofeav.400 eV atr /R51.2 ~Fig. 10!.
At I 51018W cm22 and at eF,52174 eV Å21 the high-
field increase of eav beyond the cluster boundary is
exhibited to a value ofeav.3 keV atr /R51.7. The increase
of the eav values of the nanoplasma average energy beyond
the cluster boundary towards the values 1–3 keV is in ac-
cord with the high keV values of the electron energies at
r 56R, which were~arbitrarily! specified in Sec. II E as the
onset of outer ionization.

The angular distributionP(u) of the nanoplasma elec-
trons ~Figs. 12 and 13! from Xe1061 clusters is presented
separately for the interior (r ,R) and the exterior (r .R)
spatial regimes. At the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22

and a high~negative! field of eF,5227 eV Å21, the interior
(r ,R) angular distribution is similar to the ‘‘uniform’’ dis-
tribution P(u)5sinu, which peaks atu5p/2 ~Fig. 12!. The
exterior angular distribution is strongly biased toward large

FIG. 9. Electron dynamics of outer ionization of (Xe)459 clusters at
I 51017 W cm22. The time dependence of the laser field~in arbitrary units!
is represented by a dashed line. The center of massXCM of the electron
cloud along the light propagation direction~ ! nearly follows the laser
oscillations~see text!, but exhibits an increase of the amplitude with increas-
ing time due to outer ionization. The outer ionization is manifested by the
decrease of the number of the electrons~per atom! in the cluster~right scale!
with increasing time~• • • •!. The number of electrons shows oscillatory
time dependence~with a doubled frequency of that of the laser field!. The
outer ionization time is;5 fs under these conditions.

FIG. 10. Spatial radial distribution probabilityP(r /R) of the nanoplasma
electrons, whereR is the cluster radius~upper panel! and spatial distribution
of the electrons’ average energyeav in a nanoplasma produced in a Xe1061

cluster by a laser field of peak intensity ofI 51016 W cm22. The data, which
are recorded at a high laser fieldeF,5227 eV Å21 ~ ! and at a low
laser fieldeF,56 eV Å21 ~ !, are marked on the curves together
with the timest for the laser pulse. The initial radial electron distribution~at
t5ts , see text! is also shown on the upper panel. Note a small shift of the
maximum of P(r /R) towards lowerr /R values and the increase ofeav

beyond the cluster boundary.

FIG. 11. Spatial radial distribution probabilityP(r /R) of the nanoplasma
electrons~upper panel! and spatial distribution of the electron average en-
ergyeav in a nanoplasma produced in a Xe1061cluster by a laser field of peak
intensityI 51018 W cm22. The data, which are recorded at a high laser field
of eF,52174 eV Å21 ~ ! and at a low laser field ofeF,522 eV Å
~ !, are marked on the curves together with the timest for the laser
pulse. The initial radial electron distribution~at t5ts , see text! is also
shown on the upper panel. Note the spatial shrinking of the spatial radial
distribution due to electrostatic effects, the nearly constanteav within the
cluster ~the limited data range for the low field being due to a very low
electron density beyondr /R.0.7), and the marked rise ofeav beyond the
cluster boundary.

FIG. 12. The angular distributionP(u) of the nanoplasma electrons
produced in Xe1061 clusters by laser fields with a peak intensity of
I 51016 W cm22. The data, which are recorded at a high laser field ofeF,

5227 eV Å21 ~ ! and at a low laser field ofeF,56 eV Å21 ~ !,
are marked on the curves, together with the timest for the laser pulse. Data
are presented for interior (r ,R) and exterior (r .R) plasma electrons. A
reference curve~• • • •! P(u)}sinu for random angular distribution is
also presented.
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values ofu, peaking atu53p/4 ~Fig. 12!, with the majority
of the ~small number of! exterior electrons being located in
the field direction, as evident from the maps of the electron
cloud in Fig. 8. A similar angular distribution is exhibited at
a high intensity ofI 51018W cm22, where at a high negative
field of eF,52174 eV Å21, P(u) manifests a marked an-
gular bias for all the cluster electrons, withP(u) peaking at
;7p/8 and the majority of the electrons being located at a
steroangle of 3p/42p ~Fig. 13!. At this high intensity and at
a weak field ofeF,522 eV Å21, the angular distribution of
P(u) is similar to the ‘‘uniform’’ distribution, with a slight
shift towards the loweru values~Fig. 13!. The strongly bi-
ased angular distribution at highueF,u values, together with
the nearly uniform distribution at lowueF,u values, is in
accord with the electron cloud maps of Fig. 8. The data for
the angular distributions shown in Figs. 12 and 13 are por-
trayed for negative~or low! values ofeF, , while inverting
the sign ofeF, results in the inversion of the angular distri-
bution with u (negativeeF,)→(p2u) (positiveeF,), as
confirmed by our numerical simulations, which are not
shown herein. The most interesting result emerging from the
present analysis is the quantification of the angular anisot-
ropy of the nanoplasma.

Additional information emerges for the angular distribu-
tion of the electron velocitiesPv(u), which are also pre-
sented in Fig. 13. AtI 51018W cm22 and ~large! eF,

52174 eV Å21, the velocity angular distributionPv(u) is
biased towards larger values ofu, as compared with the
‘‘uniform’’ distribution ~Fig. 13!, while for eF,

5174 eV Å21 the bias occurs toward smaller values ofu
~not shown here!. Thus the velocity distribution within the
nanoplasma is not random.

Of interest is the energy~e! distribution P(e) of the
electrons in the nanoplasma~Fig. 14!. From the simulation
data for the~normalized! P(e) distribution for r<R at a
fixed laser field for peak intensities ofI 51016W cm22 and
I 51018W cm22 ~Fig. 14!, we calculated the average elec-
tron energieseav5*0

`deeP(e). The first moments ofP(e)

resulted in eav554.1 eV at I 51016W cm22 and eF,

5227 (eV Å)21, eav50.56 keV at I 51018W cm22 and
eF,52174 eV Å21 and eav50.37 keV at I 51018W cm22

and eF,522 eV Å21. The estimates ofeav, at the higher
intensity of I 51018W cm22, are fraught with difficulty in
view of the presence of a weak, high-energy tail, which gives
a substantial~more than 20%! contribution ofeav, while this
effect is absent for the lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22. A
cursory examination of the simulatedP(e) distributions at
high and low fields atI 51018W cm22 ~lower panel of Fig.
14! for eF,52174 eV Å and foreF,522 eV Å21 reveals
that these two energy distributions are quite similar in the
intermediate energy rangee50–1.2 keV, however, their first
moments differ by 40% due to the different contribution
from the high energy tails of the distributions. In this context,
it is interesting to use theseeav data for the comparison of the
simulatedP(e) with the thermal energy distributionPT(e),
with an effective temperaturekeT52e2v/3, which is given
by

PT~e!}~e/eav!
1/2exp~23e/2eav!. ~7!

We note in passing that Eq.~7! corresponds to a potential-
free ~or a constant potential! system. From the results of
Fig. 14 it is apparent that atI 51016W cm22 the thermal
energy distribution@with eav554.1 eV obtained from the
first moment ofP(e)] fits well the simulation data at high
laser fields ofeF,5227 eV. At I 51018W cm22 again a
reasonably good fit of the simulation data to the thermal
distribution witheav50.56 keV is obtained at a high field of
eF,52174 eV Å21 ~Fig. 14!. However, marked deviations
of the high field values ofP(e) from PT(e) are obtained in
the energy rangee50.4–1.0 keV~Fig. 14!. Furthermore, at

FIG. 13. The angular distributionP(u) and the angular velocity distribution
Pv(u) of the nanoplasma electrons produced in a Xe1061 cluster by a laser
peak intensity of I 51018 W cm22, at a high laser field of eF,

52174 eV Å21 ~ ! and at a low laser field ofeF,522 eV Å21

~ !. A reference curve~• • • •! P(u)}sinu is also given.

FIG. 14. Energy distribution in a nanoplasma produced in a Xe1061 cluster
by a laser peak intensity ofI 51016 W cm22 and a laser field ofeF,

5227 eV Å21 ~ !, shown in the upper panel, and by a laser of peak
intensity of I 51018 W cm22 and laser fields ofeF,52274 eV Å21 ~ !
and of eF,522 eV Å21 ~ • • • !, shown in the lower panel. The
simulation data~marked as ‘‘simulation’’! for P(e) are fit by thermal distri-
butions PT(e), Eq. ~7! ~marked as ‘‘thermal’’!, with the average energy
(eav) calculated from the first moment of the simulated energy distributions.
Upper panel:I 51016 W cm22 and high fieldeF,5227 eV Å21. P(e) is
well fit by PT(e). Lower panel:I 51018 W cm22. There is a reasonably
good fit for a high fieldeF,52174 eV Å21 and a poor fit for a low field
eF,522 eV Å21.
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I 51018W cm22 and at a low-laser field of eF,

522 eV Å21, we failed to achieve a proper fit of the simu-
lated P(e) data by the thermal distribution, Eq.~7!, with
eav50.37 keV being obtained from the first moment of the
simulated energy distribution. As is apparent from Fig. 14, at
this lower laser field the fit of simulatedP(e) to
PT(e) (eav50.37 keV) reveals marked deviations~Fig. 14!,
implying that a self consistent fit for the simulatedP(e) data
by a thermal distribution is inapplicable. The latter high-
intensity low-field result is surprising, and may be due to the
spatial ‘‘shrinking’’ of the nanoplasma electron cloud~Fig.
11!. The average energieseav554.1 eV atI 51016W cm22

and eav50.56– 0.37 keV atI 51018W cm22, obtained from
the first moment of the simulatedP(e) distributions, are
close~within a numerical factor of;2! to theeav versusr /R
energy spatial distribution data obtained inside the cluster,
where the electron density is high~Figs. 11 and 12!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Interesting features of extreme cluster multielectron ion-
ization in ultraintense laser fields pertain to electron dynam-
ics and to the characteristics of the nanoplasma in large finite
systems. Ultrafast femtosecond electron dynamics, which
were explored herein for a laser-cluster coupled system, con-
stitutes a research area. Ultrafast cluster dynamics is not lim-
ited to the dynamics of ions on the time scale of nuclear
motion, but is extended to the realm of electron dynamics.28

Examples for electron dynamics, which come to mind, per-
tain to condensed phase and surface electron–electron colli-
sions and plasmon dynamics, electron-metal surface29 and
cluster30 image state dynamics, incipient electron localiza-
tion in liquid helium,31 electron-hole coherence of Wannier
excitons and exciton wave-packet dynamics in semiconduc-
tor clusters and quantum dots,28 electron tunneling from in-
ternal bubble states in large (He)n (n.1014) clusters,32 and
electron tunneling from a nanotip in real time.33 Electron
dynamics involves changes in electronic states, without the
involvement of nuclear motion, bypassing the constraints im-
posed by the Franck–Condon principle. Franck–Condon
constraints are ubiquitous in a variety of chemical and physi-
cal ultrafast processes, e.g., electron transfer,34 energy
transfer,35 and transition-state time-resolved spectroscopy.36

Electron dynamics on the femtosecond~and attosecond! time
scale provides phenomena in condensed phase, surface, and
cluster dynamics. The phenomena of inner ionization, nano-
plasma dynamics, and outer ionization in clusters coupled to
an ultraintense laser field, constitutes a new realm of electron
dynamics on the time scale of a few to tens of femtoseconds.

The present study of electron dynamics pertains to a
coupled cluster-laser system. From our simulations and
analyses it is apparent that electron dynamics is driven by the
light pulse of the ultraintense laser. Accordingly, the time
scales for electron dynamics are expected to be affected by
the laser pulse shape. Two types of time scales for electron
dynamics should be considered in this context. First, the
‘‘absolute’’ times interrogated by the time scale of the laser
pulse, e.g., the attainment of the laser onset of the truncated
Gaussian pulse att5ts , and the attainment of the laser peak

at t50 for the Gaussian pulse, Eqs.~1! and~2! used herein.
These ‘‘absolute’’ time scales provide information on the in-
terrogation of the laser pulse by the cluster, and are of lim-
ited dynamic interest. Second, ‘‘relative’’ time scales for
electron dynamics, e.g., the characteristic timest ii andtoi for
inner/outer ionization, the time lagDtOI between outer-inner
ionization ~Sec. III!, and the times for the population rise,
decay, and persistence of the nanoplasma~Sec. IV!, provide
significant dynamic information. In the present study a
simple Gaussian laser pulse shape, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, was
employed. It is expected that the laser pulse shape will affect
both the ‘‘relative’’ and the ‘‘absolute’’ time scales for elec-
tron dynamics. In recent years impressive progress was made
in the field of laser pulse shaping in the context of control of
laser induced processes37,38 The utilization of laser pulse
shaping37,38 to the experimental, computational, and theoret-
ical studies of extreme cluster multielectron ionization, i.e.,
inner/outer ionization and nanoplasma dynamics, will be of
considerable interest. Another interesting problem involves
the experimental interrogation of cluster electron dynamics.
This may be accomplished by pump–probe femtosecond ex-
periments, which are similar, in principle, to those applied by
Zweiback, Ditmire, and Peny for cluster nuclear dynamics,39

providing information on the dynamics of the formation of
the nanoplasma and of its decay.

Features of nonequilibrium electronic states of large fi-
nite systems emerge for the properties of the nanoplasma in
molecular clusters. According to our analysis, the nano-
plasma has the following features:

~a! Nanoplasma electrons are confined to the cluster or
to its vicinity.

~b! The nanoplasma is positively charged.
~c! The nanoplasma electron density is high. The

electron density can be inferred from the maximal number
of nanoplasma electronsnp in the persistent nanoplasma
~at I 51016W cm22) or in the transient nanoplasma~at
I 51018W cm22). For Xen clusters~Figs. 2 and 3! np53
for the persistent nanoplasma (t.50 fs), while np.4 for
the transient nanoplasma. The maximal number,np.3 – 4,
of electrons per Xe atom localized within the cluster can
be used to estimate the average electron densityrP

5np /(4p/3)RXe
3 , where RXe53.3 Å is the radius of a Xe

atom. The average electron density in the persistent or the
transient nanoplasma isrP.(2 – 3)1022cm23. This high-
electron density is comparable to that of a metal.

~d! Nanoplasma high energies. High average electron
energies are exhibited within the nanoplasma, witheav mani-
festing a marked laser peak intensity dependence (eav}I 1/2

}FM). The average energies for nanoplasma electrons
in Xe1061 clusters atI 51016W cm22 is eav554 eV, while
at I 51018W cm22 the average energy increases toeav

50.4– 0.6 keV. Beyond the cluster boundary (r .R) the
average electron energy markedly increases, reaching elec-
tron energies for outer ionization of Xen clusters in the
range of;1.2 keV (n5249 atI 51016W cm22) to ;40 keV
(n52172 atI 51018W cm22).

~e! Nanoplasma spatial inhomogeneity. The nanoplasma
is spatially inhomogeneous, with the~laser field induced!
extension of the electron cloud beyond the cluster boundary
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at I 51016– 1018W cm22 and, conversely, the effect of spa-
tial shrinking of the electron cloud within the cluster at a
very high intensity (I 51018W cm22).

~f! Nanoplasma angular anisotropy. A marked bias of
the electron angular distribution in the direction of the laser
field is exhibited. This angular bias is manifested for the
exterior electron at high laser fields forI 51016W cm22 and
for the entire electron cloud atI 51018W cm22.

~g! Nonuniform angular distribution of the electron ve-
locities. The velocity distribution within the nanoplasma is
not uniform, indicating nonrandomness of the velocities.

~h! Deviations of the electron energy distribution
within the nanoplasma from a thermal distribution. For
high laser fields over the entire intensity domain
I 51016– 1018W cm22 studied herein, the energy distribution
in the nanoplasma is close to thermal. The persistent long-
lived nanoplasma produced atI 51016W cm22 can be rea-
sonably well described by a thermal distribution, while
marked deviations from thermal distribution were recorded
for a low laser field atI 51018W cm22. It is an open ques-
tion whether the thermal distribution, Eq.~7!, is appropriate
for the description of the thermal equilibrium in the nano-
plasma.

~i! Response of the nanoplasma to an ultraintense laser
field. This involves the quasiresonance mechanisms for the
laser-nanoplasma interaction, which leads to cluster outer
ionization.

A major open question in the context of the response of
the nanoplasma pertains to the description of the optical
properties of the nanoplasma in an ultraintense laser field.
We have seen that the electron density in the nanoplasma
@rP;(2 – 3)1022cm23# is similar to that of a metal. One
should inquire whether and how one can define collective
plasma oscillations in the finite nanoplasma. A heuristic ap-
proach will involve the use of the electron densityrP to
characterize the plasma frequency40 vp5(4pe2rP/3me)

1/2

~where the numerical factor of 1/3 originates from the re-
sponse of a spherical finite cluster whose radius is consider-
ably smaller than the wavelength of light!. The plasma fre-
quencyvp5(5 – 7)1015s21 corresponds to energies of\vp

.4 – 5 eV, which exceeds by a numerical factor of;3 the
photon energy~1.44 eV! of the ultrafast laser employed in
the present simulations. Further exploration of the nano-
plasma response will be of interest in the context of the op-
tical properties of the nanoplasma in the Coulomb exploding
cluster, which can be interrogated, in principle, by time-
resolved femtosecond spectroscopy.
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